Craig Leider

Tech Romps To 7th Place

AP Staff Dispatch
OKLAHOMA CITY—Someone mentioned Saturday that the game he always wanted to see was Virginia Tech against Southwestern University.

The speaker was being facetious. After all, Southwestern is a no-name school from the Big State Conference (whatever that is) and is a fill-in for Southwestern Louisiana, the school docked by the NCAA for a number of recruiting violations.

And though the Tech-Southwestern game was for seventh place, Coach Don DeVoe was one person who did want to see the game.

The Hokies' coach liked what he saw, in spite of the competition. While no one was claiming a trophy for seventh place, they were saying there was a lot positive about Tech's 102-66 thumping of the Pirates here Saturday afternoon in the consolation game.
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Hollistone Score: 40-26 Vs. Tech Attendance: 2,000